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Abstract

This paper reports on the on-orbit data obtained from the MPTI3 RISC Processor Experiment,
containing three Integrated Device Technologies R3081 processors. During operations, nine SEUs were
observed in the processors, and four SEUs were observed in the memory and/or support circuitry.

Introduction

There is a strong desire to use high performance commercially available microprocessors in
spacecraft. While radiation hardened processors are available, they do not have the performance of non-
hardened processors. The issue with flying a non-hardened processor is primarily its radiation tolerance.
The processor's radiaiton tolerance must be thoroughly characterized before it can be used on a satellite.

The Microelectronics and Photonics Test Bed (MPTB) offers the opportunity to fly commercial
processors in a space-based test bed. This way, the processors' tolerance to radiation is measured in the
actual space environment. The processor used was the Integrated Device Technologies R3081 RISC
processor. The R3081 was a good candidate for two reasons. It is a simple RISC architecture that higher
performance processors are descended from. Thus, analysis on the radiation tolerance of the R3081 can be
extrapolated to higher performance processors. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) also has significant
experiencewiththeR3081. thasalreadybeenthroughagroundqualificationprograinfortheClementine
spacecraft.

Description

A block diagram of the board is shown below. It consists of three IDT R3081 processors running
in lockstep, control and voting logic, the memory array, and the inter-face to the Experiment Panel
Controller
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Normal operation occurs as follows: the address, data, and control lines of each processor are compared
on external data accesses. If a miscompare occurs, all processors are interrupted, the nternal registers are
%written to a memory buffer. and the Experiment Panel Controller reads this buffer and telerneters it to the
E�round for data analysis. If there are no miscompares, the board sends a "heartbeat" message to the
FAperiment Panel Controller every two and a half minutes. This lets the Experiment Panel Controller know
that everything is running properly on the processor experiment.

By using a majority voting scheme, the experiment can be self-checking and autonomously run
throu-h test routines with minimal supervision from the Experiment Panel Controller. Tis makes it an
ideal test configuration for MPTB.
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Data Analy3iS

From the beginning of operations, November 26, 1997 to June 23, 1998, there were 78,711 non-
heartbeat messages telemetered to the ground- Many of these rrors were not true mm. Many errors
were identical to the mm that occurred just before. Tis indicated dim the pocessors had not been
property reset after an error occurred- A large number of arms occurred wthin one second after the
heartbeat message. Tis indicated that the processors had not synchronized proMly after the heartbeat
message, causing a miscompare.

When these two types of faLse errors were removed firom the 78,71 potential errors, 13 true rror
messages were left- Nine of these true eror mess-ages were caused by a rriis�vcornpare of the processors-
Eight of these were caused by Processor 0, and one was caused by Processor 2 The remaining four true
errors were caused by a Watchdog Time-out This meant that the processors were in never-never land"
and were not performing the instructions as expected- It should be pointed out that the processors are still
synchronized when in never-never land together. Otherwise a miscornpare would have been generated.

For the nine miscompare errors, the SEU most likely ocurred in the processor that caused the
miscornpare. The four erors aused by the watchdog tme-out ould have several auses. The most likely
cause is an error in the instruct-ion memory, ausing all three processors to perform the wrong instructions
simultaneously. Another possibility, though less likely, is an error in the watchdog timer circuitry,

Further analysis on the cause of these errors as wll as errors that occurred after June 24 will also e
reported.
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